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HIGHLIGHTS

• The CloudSME Simulation Platform that combines an AppCenter with the workflow of the WS-PGRADE/gUSE science gateway framework and the multi-cloud-based capabilities of the CloudBroker Platform.
• How the CloudSME Simulation Platform is used to develop and execute commercial cloud-based simulations on multiple clouds.
• A case study that shows how the CloudSME Simulation Platform is used to create a multiprocessor cloud-based simulation application in Computational Fluid Dynamics on multiple clouds.
• A case study that shows how cloud-based applications that have experiments with multiple runs (parameter sweep) can be implemented on multiple clouds using the Platform.
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ABSTRACT

Simulation is used in industry to study a large variety of problems ranging from increasing the productivity of a manufacturing system to optimising the design of a wind turbine. However, some simulation models can be computationally demanding and some simulation projects require time-consuming experimentation. High performance computing infrastructures such as clusters can be used to speed up the execution of large models or multiple experiments but at a cost that is often too much for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs). Cloud computing presents an attractive, lower cost alternative. However, developing a cloud-based simulation application can again be costly for an SME due to training and development needs, especially if software vendors need to use resources of different heterogeneous clouds to avoid being locked-in to one particular cloud provider. In an attempt to reduce the cost of development of commercial cloud-based simulations, the CloudSME Simulation Platform (CSSP) has been developed as a generic approach that combines an AppCenter with the workflow of the WS-PGRADE/gUSE science gateway framework and the multi-cloud-based capabilities of the CloudBroker Platform. The paper presents the CSSP and two representative case studies from distinctly different areas that illustrate how commercial multi-cloud-based simulations can be created.

© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Simulation is widely used in science and industry to study a variety of problems across a wide range of domains [1]. Typically to study a problem, a model of a system is built and then simulated under different conditions [2]. Examples include how a biological system might change over time in response to different drug treatments, how different manpower planning strategies impact healthcare provision, how to optimise the design of a wind turbine, and how production could be improved in a factory. The simulation of some models can be computationally demanding. For example, many numerical simulation techniques such as Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) make use of parallelisation and...
high performance computing (HPC) to speed up the execution of a simulation [3]. Simulation studies also often require many experiments to be run. The use of a single computer restricts these to being executed in sequence. This can lead to extremely lengthy or prohibitive experimentation time, especially if the run time of a single simulation is large [4,5]. Distributing runs across multiple computers can reduce this experimentation time [6]. However, access to distributed and/or HPC resources can be prohibitively costly and typically requires large upfront investments.

Cloud computing offers on-demand computing resources that can be rapidly accessed to support a specific task and then discarded [7]. This model of service provision enables end-users to access hardware without capital outlay or the on-going cost of IT management, and access to software potentially on a pay-per-use basis rather than an annual license. The cost of hiring cloud-based computers is relatively low. The possibility of developing cloud-based simulation that can use cloud computing to process large models and multiple simulation runs is therefore attractive. However, different cloud service models, cloud deployment models and associated technologies can make cloud-based application development costly due to the training required to learn different cloud implementation techniques [8]. This can be prohibitive for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs).

There have been attempts to create cloud-based simulation applications. Typically, a cloud-based simulation will be created by deploying the simulation on a cloud provided by Amazon or Google. This involves learning and then using the cloud-specific API. To port the simulation to another cloud involves learning another cloud-specific API. Porting would therefore incur additional training and implementation costs. The challenge taken up by the Cloud-based Simulation platform for Manufacturing and Engineering (CloudSME) project was to investigate if it was possible to create a generic approach to cloud-enabling a simulation that could be used to reduce implementation costs and, where appropriate, to offer it as a commercial product or service. The project developed the CloudSME Simulation Platform (CSSP), an architecture that combines an AppCenter with the workflow of the WS-PGRADE/gUSE [9] science gateway framework and the multi-cloud-based capabilities of the CloudBroker Platform. The CSSP has been used to implement eleven commercial simulation products across a wide range of industrial applications (see the CloudSME Website for examples). This paper therefore describes our Platform and two representative case studies from distinctly different areas that illustrate how commercial multi-cloud-based simulations can be created.

The paper is structured as follows. Related work discusses previous attempts to cloud-enable simulations in Section 2. The CSSP is then described in Section 3 as well as its key components. Section 4 presents two case studies, one showing how parallel multiprocessor simulation applications can be deployed on cloud and how cloud can be used to speed up simulation experimentation and parameter sweeps. Finally, Section 5 summarises the paper and gives future directions for the evolution of the platform.

2. Related work

There are different approaches to developing cloud-based simulations ranging from “one-off” deployments to comprehensive workflow systems. This section gives a short overview that highlights the current limitations of these approaches with respect to multi-cloud deployment and commercial application development.

Cloud-based simulation applications can be split into two types: discrete and continuous. Discrete simulations are typically either discrete-event (used to study complex queueing systems in manufacturing, healthcare, supply chains, etc.) or agent-based, used to study systems where individuals interact with each other (infection spread, social media, traffic, etc.) [1]. Continuous simulation techniques such as CFD are used to analyse flow-related problems ranging from oil and gas storage, vehicle and aircraft design and biomedical engineering. CFD models represent flows in partial differential equations (PDE) and CFD simulations use PDE solver to simulate the system over time [10]. An example of a cloud-based discrete simulation is the distributed agent-based traffic simulator Megaffic that allows adaptive resource provisioning to speed up the execution of a single simulation run [11]. This system uses Bulk Synchronous Processing (BSP) to process and synchronise between elements of a simulation assigned to distributed processors. At each checkpoint a decision is made to add/remove processors and to rebalance the processing load. The simulator was implemented using the Google Compute Engine cloud.

The Scalable Electro-Mobility Simulation Cloud Service (SEM-Sim) is the cloud-based version of the Scalable Electro-Mobility Simulation (SEMSim) platform used to study the impact of large-scale electromobility on a city’s infrastructure (i.e., the replacement of the majority of vehicles with electric ones) [12]. SEMSim consists of two types of simulation: an agent-based traffic simulation (SEMSim Traffic) and a discrete-event power system simulation (SEMSim Power). When an experiment is run, the two simulations are linked together as a distributed simulation that synchronises simulation time advance between the discrete simulations. SEMSim CS consists of a Dispatch Server (DS) that manages simulation experiment submission and running on a virtual machine on a cloud, a Visualisation Server (VS) to update real-time traffic simulation visualisation and the simulation instances (preconfigured simulation instances deployed onto virtual machines). The cloud service has been deployed on to Google Compute Engine and reports good performance with respect to dedicated HPC.

The D-Mason framework is a parallel version of the Mason library for writing and running distributed agent-based simulations. Carillo, et al. [13] report on implementing D-Mason on Amazon EC2 using StarCluster. Their results show that HPC can perform better than their cloud implementation of this discrete simulation library but at significantly greater cost.

GridSpice [14] is a cloud-based simulation platform for distributed smart power grid simulation that supports the development of models consisting of a transmission network, distribution networks and power generators. Each of these distributed simulation elements are mapped onto a simulation cluster which in turn manages the load by adding or removing processors as necessary. Rather than using BSP, GridSpice uses the agent-based simulation framework Repast Simphony to synchronise time between simulations. The cloud deployment of GridSpice is on Amazon EC2 using StarCluster.

Speedup in continuous simulations is gained from HPC by decomposing models onto multiple processors and then using technologies such as Message Passing Interface (MPI) or Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) [15] to implement the tightly coupled communication needed by the parallel implementation of a PDE solver. Guzzetti, et al. [16] investigated the impact of different HPC platforms for numerical simulation in computational haemodynamics with the LiFEV (Library for Finite Elements 5). They compared in-house computing clusters, a large-scale university-based HPC cluster and a regional supercomputer with clouds (Penguin’s On-Demand HPC Cloud Service and Amazon’s EC2). They showed that the decomposition and mapping of the CFD model is important in obtaining good performance and that clouds may be utilised for...
scientific CFD simulations possibly at lower cost/performance than using a more expensive local computing cluster.

Slawinski et al. [17] compared four different clouds and showed that cloud can be an effective platform for CFD but deployment effort, cloud costs, application performance, and availability can affect the choice of cloud. Ledyayev and Richter [18] used OpenStack to create their cloud-based platform. They used three case studies in transportation modelling (network optimisation), high energy physics (monte carlo) and materials simulation (CFD) to investigate the commonly occurring scenarios of multiple runs of a single code, single runs of a parallel code and multiple runs of a parallel code. They concluded that cloud is suitable for multiple runs of a single code but needs specialist hardware to support parallel code. O’Leary et al. [19] created HPCCloud, a cloud/web-based simulation environment platform that utilised web technologies to deliver a Software-as-a-Service advanced modelling and simulation environment. The environment allows a simulation to be submitted to a cluster in a cloud and submits work to these via distributed task queues. The core of the system uses the Girder data management toolkit, Amazon EC2 and StarCluster. Results demonstrated performance comparable to on-site resources.

Several workflow systems have interfaces to cloud. Pegasus workflows can be deployed in a cloud by configuring cloud instances as a HTCCondor pool using NSF Chameleon and Amazon [20]. Taverna workflows are executed on clouds by deploying the Taverna Server to manage execution [21]. There are several examples of Taverna running on public clouds and Amazon (https://taverna.incubator.apache.org/introduction/taverna-in-use/). Another example of Taverna on cloud is the Virtual Physiological Human (VPH) Share project that developed a web-based collaborative environment for VPH researchers that uses cloud & HPC services. VPH Share uses the Atmosphere cloud management platform [22] with a Taverna plugin and allows users to switch between clouds including OpenStack, Amazon Web Services EC2, Rackspace, Azure and Google Cloud platform at the workflow level. Galaxy has been implemented on Amazon EC2 by using a scalable approach based on Cloudman to manage work on cloud instances such as Amazon EC2, OpenStack, and OpenNebula. BioCloud [23] consists of the BioCloud Portal and a Workflow Manager/Scheduler based on Galaxy. It uses a multi-cloud approach and acts as a broker across multiple cloud providers by providing a solution to the efficient scheduling of workflow across different clouds (e.g. Amazon and Rackspace) [24]. The Distributed Application Runtime Environment (DARE) science gateway framework [25] offers access to several major cloud resources (Amazon EC2, Eucalyptus and Nimbus) through a manager worker scheme based on its BigClowd and the Simple API for Grid Applications (SAGA).

Overall the examples of cloud-based simulations demonstrate good performance when porting a simulation to a cloud. However, all of these are dedicated to a single simulation application and are typically implemented on a single cloud. The reason for this specialised nature for these solutions is that these are all rooted in piecemeal approaches where the aim was to demonstrate the feasibility of cloud-based execution of a particular simulation only. These solutions have not been designed with the broader aim of providing a general platform or executing in a multi-cloud environment. Although, while extending these solutions with such generic capabilities would be technically feasible, it would require developing a complex general system from scratch.

Workflow systems show more widespread utility in that they have been developed for either general scientific needs or the needs for a particular area (e.g. bioinformatics and the provision of commonly needed tools). Most have interfaces to different clouds. This suggests that if the cloud-based simulation examples might have taken a workflow-based approach then it could be possible to create a multi-cloud approach for cloud-based simulation. From a commercial perspective, however, there appears to be a general lack of core functionality such as billing and charging mechanisms.

In the next section we present our approach to creating a generic multi-cloud platform for developing and executing cloud-based simulations in commercial settings. This platform is generic as it supports a wide range of simulation applications, supports execution is multiple heterogeneous clouds, has full commercial support, and was developed via the integration and further development of existing components in order to significantly reduce its development time and effort.

3. CloudSME platform concept and architecture

The generic layered architecture of the CSSP is shown in Fig. 1. The platform was created by reusing, integrating and further developing existing technologies including the WS-PGRADE/gUSE gateway framework [26] and the CloudBroker Platform [27], and also extending these with new commercial components such as the CloudSME AppCenter. The primary target audience of CSSP are commercial independent software vendors and consultant companies developing and offering various simulation software solutions. However, the platform can also be utilised for academic/research oriented scenarios, as it was demonstrated for example by Temelkovski et al. [28] where the CSSP was used to execute large scale molecular docking experiments on heterogeneous computing resources from the graphical user interface of the Raccoon2 desktop application [29].

The major objective of the CSSP is to ease developers’ efforts when cloud-enabling existing simulation software and to speed up significantly the “cloudification” process. Therefore, the CSSP aims to cater for various scenarios supporting different types of simulation software products (e.g. computational fluid dynamics, process simulation, computer aided design (CAD) software, etc.) and also allowing software vendors to explore different software provisioning models. Another important aspect for software vendors was to enable the resource utilisation of different heterogeneous clouds to avoid being locked-in to one particular cloud provider. The CSSP therefore supports this scenario and allows vendors to port their applications once and then seamlessly switch between multiple cloud providers or even utilise their resources simultaneously.

The CSSP consists of three layers:

1. **Simulation Applications Layer** that allows software vendors deploying and presenting simulation products to end-users as SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) in a wide range of scenarios and deployment models.
2. **Cloud Platform Layer** that provides access to multiple heterogeneous cloud resources and supports the creation of complex application workflows — a Paas (Platform-as-a-Service) to create and execute cloud-based simulations.
3. **Cloud Resources Layer** that represents the IaaS(Infrastructure-as-a-Service) clouds connected to the platform.

These layers are presented in detail below.

3.1. Simulation applications layer

The top layer of CSSP is the Simulation Applications Layer that consists of the CloudSME AppCenter as a generic entry point to browse and execute various simulation applications. The AppCenter is a new component that was developed during the CloudSME project. The CloudSME AppCenter is a web-based one-stop-shop solution with the goal to provide software products and services by software vendors and service providers to end users that can
Fig. 1. The CloudSME simulation platform.

utilise them via a single interface. For this, the AppCenter stores information about software products in an accessible way, provides usage scenarios for the software, and offers billing functionality that includes price setting, payment integration and tracking of users’ spending.

The AppCenter supports three main deployment models: Directly Deployed Applications, Web-based Applications, and Desktop Applications.

The default usage of the AppCenter is to deploy and offer cloud applications directly from there. After cloud-enabling the application via the CSSP, the software provider registers and publishes the application in the CloudSME AppCenter. Once published, end-users can access and execute these applications directly from the AppCenter and they will be charged for their utilisation based on software provider defined pricing policies (e.g. subscription-based pricing, resource consumption-based pricing, fixed charge for each simulation run, or even free of charge execution). The advantage of this solution is that the AppCenter provides easily customisable options to set up various pricing models and it is also responsible for accounting and billing. Users simply need to add credit to their account and can then execute simulation applications on all cloud resources supported by the selected application. The complexity of multi-cloud execution and billing is handled by the platform. On the other hand, this solution has one notable disadvantage. Software vendors must market and promote the simulation solution via the AppCenter and are also restricted to its user interface. Many software vendors with well-established marketing channels and sophisticated user interfaces do not prefer this option. Our AppCenter therefore supports two additional models.

In the first, vendors extend their traditional desktop software with cloud execution support. In this scenario, the desktop application is extended, using one of the suitable APIs offered by CSSP, to redirect computation intensive simulations to the cloud. In this case the application cannot be directly executed from the AppCenter. However, users can download the package from there, install it on their own machine, and then utilise its cloud extended capabilities. This solution enables vendors to keep the user interface (with minor modification) of their original product and also enables them to further market the solution beyond the AppCenter. On the other hand, using the suitable APIs of the AppCenter, accounting and billing can still be supported on multiple clouds.

In the second additional model, a web-based application is developed by the vendor that is simply linked to the AppCenter. The web application can provide a complete custom portal-based user interface, and can utilise capabilities of the CSSP and the AppCenter accounting and billing mechanisms via suitable APIs.

In order to facilitate the above development and service provisioning scenarios, the CSSP offers a diverse set of APIs to support developers. To enable the development of applications that are directly deployed in the AppCenter or the extension of desktop applications with cloud support, either the CloudBroker APIs (Java Client Library API or REST API) or the gUSE Remote API can be used. Using the CloudBroker APIs bypasses WS-PGRADE/gUSE and provides direct access from the application to the multi-cloud resources supported by the CloudBroker Platform. Using the Remote API of WS-PGRADE/gUSE enables developers to execute complex application workflows linking multiple application components together. As WS-PGRADE/gUSE is integrated with the CloudBroker Platform, multi-cloud execution capabilities are still fully utilised in this scenario. In case of web-based applications, either the ASM (Application Specific Module) API of WS-PGRADE/gUSE is used that enables the rapid development of a custom portal/gateway in the form of customised Liferay Portlets or a completely custom web interface is developed by embedding either CloudBroker API or gUSE Remote API calls. Alternatively the standard web-based interface to WS-PGRADE/gUSE can also be applied to launch workflows. All APIs are described in Akos, et al. [26].

Fig. 2 shows screenshots of the CloudSME AppCenter illustrating various application scenarios. Calculix and OpenFoam simulation environments are external web-based applications that are linked to the AppCenter, 3Dscan InSode designer enables users to run jobs directly from the AppCenter, while TransAT is downloadable as a desktop interface extended with cloud support.

3.2. Cloud platform layer

The middle layer of CSSP is the Cloud Platform Layer that consists of the cloud-based services from the CloudBroker Platform and the science gateway framework WS-PGRADE/gUSE. These components were developed prior to CloudSME and their first integration was implemented in the SCI-BUS (Scientific Gateway-based User Support) project [30]. During CloudSME this integration matured significantly and reached commercial production level.
Fig. 2. The CloudSME AppCenter illustrating various application scenarios.

Fig. 3. CloudBroker platform architecture.
3.2.1. The CloudBroker platform

The CloudBroker Platform is a commercial PaaS that supports the management and execution of software on different cloud provider resources. The generic architecture of CloudBroker is shown in Fig. 3.

At the bottom, CloudBroker uses IaaS clouds from resource providers and incorporates adapters both to public and private cloud infrastructures. The platform provides access to a wide range of resources including open source (e.g. OpenStack and OpenNebula) and proprietary (e.g. Amazon and CloudSigma) clouds, and also various HPC resources.

In the middle layer the applications are deployed. CloudBroker supports non-interactive serial and parallel batch processing applications on both Linux and Windows operating systems. The platform itself consists of a set of modules that manage processes, applications, users, finance (accounting, billing and payment), and runtime issues (process monitoring, queuing, resources, storage and images). A scalability and fault handler layer supervises scalability requirements and failure issues. Cloud Provider Access Management oversees the connection to each Cloud technology and can control the number of virtual machines (VMs) started for a given application on a given cloud. Application “patterns” are deployed to CloudBroker in a form that allows the platform when instructed to run the application on a particular cloud and cloud instance type. Two typical patterns are direct installation (an application package and deployment script that allows the installation of the software on a cloud instance) or virtualisation (virtual machine image containing installed software that allows direct deployment to a cloud instance).

At the top, CloudBroker offers various interfaces for access. Its two main operation modes to manage and use software in the cloud are either as direct front-end, or as a back-end middleware service. For the former, the platform can be accessed directly through the Web Browser User Interface. As a back-end for advanced and automatic usage, various APIs are provided for programmatic accessibility. These include REST web service interface, Java client library and Linux shell command line interface (CLI). Via these different APIs, the CloudBroker Platform can be utilised by front-end software as middleware to allow access to applications in the cloud.

3.2.2. WS-PGRADE/gUSE

gUSE (Grid and Cloud User Support Environment) [26] is an open source scientific gateway framework providing users with easy access to cloud and grid infrastructures. gUSE provides with WS-PGRADE, a Liferay based portal to create and execute scientific workflows in various distributed computing infrastructures (DCIs) including clusters, grids and clouds. The generic architecture of WS-PGRADE/gUSE is presented in Fig. 4.

WS-PGRADE/gUSE consists of three layers: a top presentation layer, a middle management layer, and a bottom architectural execution layer.

The presentation layer (WS-PGRADE) includes a set of Liferay portlets to create, start and control workflows, monitor their execution on various DCIs, and present results to users. WS-PGRADE has a graph editor which can be used to build workflows and specify job configurations. A WS-PGRADE workflow is a directed acyclic graph that defines the execution logic of its components. An example for a WS-PGRADE workflow is presented in Fig. 5. The large boxes are jobs, while the smaller boxes are input and output ports representing input/output files for the jobs. The execution of a job can start when all of its inputs are available. Using this logic the WS-PGRADE workflow engine automates the execution of the workflow. For example, in case of the workflow of Fig. 5 only Gen3 can start executing when the workflow is submitted. MulCross and AddPair are waiting for the result of Gen3 and can start once the output file of Gen3 is available.

The WS-PGRADE workflow concept supports multiple levels of parallelism. Each job of the workflow can in itself be a natively parallel application (e.g. using MPI). The workflow can also have parallel branches (e.g. MulCross/ColMuls and AddPair/ColAddds are in parallel branches in Fig. 5) that can be executed in parallel of different resources. Finally, WS-PGRADE supports parameter sweep applications. Parameter sweep applications are simulations where the same simulation needs to be executed for multiple input
datasets. This feature enables the same workflow to be submitted with multiple input data sets simultaneously.

The middle/management layer consists of services to support workflow management and execution, e.g. file storage, workflow repository, and workflow interpreter (WFI) to manage the execution of workflows. The bottom architectural execution layer, that consists of the DCI Bridge and its various plug-ins manages job submission as specified in the workflow using the OGSA Basic Execution Service 1.0 (BES) interface [31,32]. As gUSE executes workflows it generates jobs. The DCI Bridge is used to submit and monitor these jobs to various DCIs as specified.

WS-PGRADE/gUSE and the CloudBroker Platform were integrated by creating a new plugin for the DCI Bridge to manage job submission to CloudBroker using its Java API. The plugin also allows authentication credentials to be passed from WS-PGRADE/gUSE and CloudBroker. When a workflow is executed, gUSE automatically submits these credentials to CloudBroker via robot credentials attached to the different nodes of the workflow. The WS-PGRADE/gUSE workflow configuration portlet was also modified to list and allow users to choose from the set of applications and cloud resources available through CloudBroker for a workflow node.

A full description of WS-PGRADE/gUSE gateway framework is available in Kacsuk et al. [9], and Kacsuk [33] gives a complete overview of WS-PGRADE/gUSE and its applications.

3.3. Cloud resources layer

The bottom layer of CSSP is the Cloud Resources Layer that consists of a range of clouds and HPC resources accessible via the CloudBroker Platform. These currently include CloudSigma and Amazon public clouds, various private clouds based on either OpenStack or OpenNebula, and the HPC resources of, for example, the Cineca Galileo Cluster or the ETH Euler Cluster.

3.4. Usability of CSSP

CSSP is a production level commercial product. Therefore, usability is one of the key issues when further utilising and marketing the platform. The targeted users of the above described technology stack are twofold. On the one hand CSSP targets application developers, typically Independent Software Vendors (ISVs), that can utilise the platform when cloud enabling their simulation products. ISVs use the CSSP as PaaS and develop custom solutions for their customers. On the other hand, end-users, typically manufacturing companies utilise SaaS solutions that are developed using CSSP technology. The complex technology stack is completely hidden from these end-users and they access either the AppCenter or a custom GUI provided by their ISV.

CSSP technology is commercialised and marketed by start-up company CloudSME UG that was set up by CloudSME project partners. The company’s website supports both above described user categories. For application developers detailed tutorials are available supported by professional consultancy service. For end-users the company operates AppCenters that, after registration, provide access to commercial simulation applications. Currently 23 cloud-enabled applications are available from the two (production and demonstration) AppCenters.

The first users of the technology, both ISVs and end-users, were CloudSME project partners (24 commercial companies participated in the project). Since the end of the EU funded period in 2016, CloudSME UG made steady progress by securing its first commercial contracts and building custom solutions. CloudSME UG is also a partner in the EU funded CloudiFacturing project where the technology is extended and further developed and where an additional over 50 companies will utilise cloud-based simulation solutions.

4. Parallel multiprocessor and parameter sweep applications on the CloudSME simulation platform

The strength of the CSSP is that it provides support for the fast and efficient “cloudification” of a wide variety of applications. Having multiple entry points and a combination of workflow and multi-cloud features, the CSSP can be utilised in various application scenarios. Essentially, these scenarios fall into three categories:

- Simple virtualised applications where simulation software is launched on a single instance to allow remote, on-demand access,
- Parallel multiprocessor applications that use cloud instances to mimic closely coupled cluster resources, and
- Parameter sweep applications that use multiple cloud instances to speed up simulation experimentation.

Simple virtualised applications use only one instance at a time to run the cloud-based simulation. Although these applications do not require HPC resources, running them on clouds provides scalability in case the number of users increases, and also offers remote on-demand access to the simulation. Terstyanszky, et al. [34] discuss a
commercial application example where a custom web portal was implemented and connected to the CSSP for uploading and validating scanned images for custom foot insole design. In that scenario, the validation portal utilised directly the CloudBroker platform API to execute the application on various cloud resources. Although no parallel execution was required, the portal enabled multiple, dynamically changing numbers of users, in this case podiatrists, to execute insole validations remotely on cloud resources.

This paper focuses on the other two application categories and illustrates how the CSSP can be effectively utilised in those more complex scenarios. Parallel multiprocessor applications may only require CloudBroker as only one experiment is normally run that typically investigates how a system changes over time (e.g. a liquid flowing through a pipe). Parameter sweep applications are supported by the parameter sweep workflow feature of WS-PGRADE. These can be developed in the WS-PGRADE workflow system and then mapped to heterogeneous cloud resources via CloudBroker. The workflow can be embedded either in desktop applications using the Remote API or in web-based front-ends via the ASM API of WS-PGRADE. The following sections describe the implementation of both approaches on the CSSP and present short case studies describing its use.

4.1. Multiprocessor applications

Creating cloud-based simulations using a parallel multiprocessor approach on our Platform uses CloudBroker to deploy and manage the application on a cloud. In the following we present a generic approach to use the CloudSME Platform followed by a short case study based on a real industrial application.

4.1.1. Multiprocessor deployment on the CloudSME platform

In our experience most industrial continuous simulation applications consist of some kind of software package running on a PC. The package is typically a sophisticated environment that facilitates the development and visualisation of a 3D model and executes a simulation solver (either locally or on a local cluster using a parallelisation technique). We assume that this mode of use therefore calls for the package to remain on the PC and to have some kind of remote interaction with the cloud (model and solver uploaded to cloud for execution). There is no need for workflow in this example so the application will just interact with the CloudBroker component of our Platform. This is shown in Fig. 6.

The architecture consists of three elements: the Front End software application installed on a user workstation, the deployment on the CSSP and the cloud resources that will run the solver. A cloud-based application is implemented by creating an application package for CloudBroker. This consists of an installation shell script, the zipped solver and associated files (typically including MPI/PVM and scientific libraries) and a licence key (if needed). The deployment of the installation package is done by first requesting the specified cloud instance type, booting Linux virtual machines as necessary and then transferring the application package. The installation shell script is then run and compiles and builds simulation executables based on the designated model. The installation script also needs to build job run scripts needed by CloudBroker when startjob() (see Fig. 7) is called to run the application.

Fig. 7 shows the sequence diagram describing the interactions between the user, the front end and our Platform. The Front End can be linked to CloudBroker using several methods as described earlier. In this case we will assume the REST API. As can be seen, the user initially clicks on the “Run on Cloud” button on the Front End (1). The user then specifies the project name, the cloud/instance type and the region (only applicable if the cloud provider has multiple regions) on a configuration form (2–6). This is then translated into a XML job description and sent to CloudBroker using a POST request command (7). CloudBroker executes createjob() that uploads the installation package to the specified cloud/instance type and executes it. This installs and compiles the software on the multiple CPUs of the cloud instance (8). When this is complete, the job is set up and CloudBroker returns a jobID (9). The model and its parameters are then zipped into an INPUT.zip file by the Front End and sent to CloudBroker using a POST upload command (10). CloudBroker then uploads the file to the instance (11) and confirms back this action to the Front End (12). The Front End then sends POSTsubmitJob with the jobID to CloudBroker and CloudBroker runs the job (13–14). The user then polls the Front End at intervals to determine if the job has finished by clicking on the refresh button (15). When doing this the Front End sends PUTgetjobStatus to CloudBroker and CloudBroker returns the status which is then displayed by the Front End (16–18). A user can then download the results and job costs (19–24). Finally the cost is synchronised against the user’s balance in the AppCenter (not shown). The resources (jobXMLdescription, jobID, fileID and jobCost) and REST API (POSTrequest(), POSTupload(), PUTsubmitjob(), showjobStatus(), GETdownloaddlink(), PUTdownloaddfile(), GETjobcost(), createjob(), uploadFile() and startjob()) calls are defined in the CloudBroker API documentation (cloudbroker.com/documentation).

4.1.2. Case study

To illustrate our approach we present experiences with the development of a cloud-based version of the TransAT (Transport Phenomena Analysis Tool) CFD tool produced by ASCOMP GmbH (http://ascomp.ch/products/transat-suite/). TransAT is a commercial CFD tool used to simulate a wide range of single and multi-fluid/component flows with heat transfer. Typical applications of TransAT range from surface-tension dominated flows (e.g. microfluidics systems) to large-scale turbulent flows (e.g. hydrodynamics of ships and submarines) across a range of industries. The tool uses Open-MPI and PETSc (portable, extensible toolkit for scientific computation).

To test the cloud-based simulation a case study was created that investigated capillary movement in a system. This describes the ability of a liquid to flow in narrow spaces without, or against, an external force. It is a phenomenon that occurs at the interfaces between two immiscible fluids or between a fluid and a surface, and has important role in micro structures in several industrial and medical applications, such as micro heat exchangers, lab-on-chips, bio-MEMS and micro cooling electronics [35]. Simulation is typically needed to optimise and develop the design of such devices. In this case study, a 2D axis-symmetric CFD simulation was performed that represents the movement of water up a tube filled with air. The computation domain was equal to 1 cm in the horizontal direction and to 1.5 cm in the vertical direction. Two uniform meshes were run containing 5400 cells (coarse) and 21,600 cells (refined) respectively. Two clouds were compared: Amazon and CloudSigma. The instance types used in the experimentation were Amazon 16 cores (EC2 Compute Optimised – 4xlarge, 30GB RAM) and CloudSigma 24 cores (60 GHz, 32 GB RAM). Fig. 8 shows the comparative runtime and Table 1 shows the comparative speedup. As can be seen the best relative speedup is 6.28 for 8 CPUs on Amazon EC2 for the refined mesh.

To support commercial application scenarios, the TransAT software was published in the CloudSME AppCenter as a downloadable desktop application, as illustrated in Fig. 9. AppCenter users can simply download the front-end package from the AppCenter free of charge. Once installed, simulations can be built exactly the same way as using the traditional desktop software. However, when the model is ready, users will be offered the option to execute the solver on cloud resources, as shown in Fig. 10. When executing the simulation, the CSSP will charge the user’s account for the consumed resources.

4.2. Parameter sweep applications

In simulation a parameter sweep is where multiple experiments are performed to examine how a model changes with respect to a range of input parameters. For example, if a model has two parameters $X$ and $Y$ and a user wanted to investigate the behaviour of a model when $X$ changes in the range 100, 200,...1000 and $Y$ changes from 80 to 120 in steps of 10, then we would generate a parameter sweep with experiments representing all pairs ($(100, 80)$, $(100, 90)$,...$(1000, 120)$). In this example 50 experiments would be generated. Often simulations have many parameters and can take a long time to run a single experiment. This can lead to lengthy or impractical experimentation time [4,5]. The goal of cloud-based simulation for parameter sweeps is therefore to speed up the execution of experimentation by using multiple cloud instances.

To reflect experiences with commercial system development, this case study presents work done with a widely used open source simulation system. The Recursive Porous Agent Simulation Toolkit (Repast) is a cross-platform, agent-based modelling and simulation toolkit. Repast Symphony (RepastS) is a Java-based simulation system that is used for developing a range of agent-based modelling and simulation applications in different fields [36]. Here we discuss the implementation based on RepastS 2.1.0. To enable the parallel execution of parameter sweeps running on multiple cloud resources, this application uses both components of the Cloud Platform Layer. CloudBroker manages deployment on multiple clouds and the parameter sweep functionality of the WS-PGRADE/gUSE workflow engine manages the execution of the simulation experiments and the parameter sweep.

4.2.1. RepastS deployment on the CloudSME simulation platform

The deployment of RepastS consists of two parts: deployment on CloudBroker and creation of the parameter sweep workflow on WS-PGRADE/gUSE.

Deployment on CloudBroker is done by creating an application package consisting of a deployment shell script, an execution shell script and the zipped RepastS environment. For each cloud deployment, CloudBroker is configured to create a virtual machine with a Linux Ubuntu OS image. Using its web interface, CloudBroker
create this virtual machine, transfers the application package to the virtual machine and then runs the deployment shell script. This installs RepastS, Java Runtime Environment and the execution shell script. When a job is started (i.e. a simulation run), the simulation model (a TAR archive consisting of the model source code and the simulation scenario) and the parameter sweep data (an XML file specifying the input parameters) are transferred to the virtual machine. The execution script then validates these inputs, extracts the model files and runs the simulation. Results are then added to a TAR archive for upload back to the Platform.

The WS-PGRADE/gUSE web interface is used to create the parameter sweep workflow. An abstract workflow graph is first created using the graph editor. From the graph, the concrete workflow is then created and configured to run the selected software on the selected cloud resources. The same abstract workflow can be used to create many concrete workflows by reconfiguring them. Once the graph is completed, it can be saved and used to create a concrete workflow where the jobs can be configured (e.g. the simulation software, the cloud and the region of the resources, and the instance type).

Fig. 11 shows a parameter sweep workflow graph for RepastS execution on two clouds in parallel. In the Generator node (yellow box on the left hand side of the figure) two input ports (small green boxes attached to the node) and two output ports (small grey boxes attached to the node) are added. Input files can be uploaded at the input ports or can be channelled from the preceding node’s output ports. In this parameter sweep workflow example the Generator node receives the model archive and an archive that contains as many parameter XML files as we define in the experiment. The Generator then instantiates equal number of cloud instances with the number of parameter files for each cloud. For example, if we...
upload n number of XML files in the workflow graph shown in Fig. 11, the Generator will start in parallel n instances in Cloud-I and n instances in Cloud-II. Input files for the n instances are channelled from the Generator node. When the runs are finished the outputs are collected in the Collector node.

The WS-PGRADE/gUSE web interface provides a list of all concrete workflows in a user’s account with the options to configure and submit a workflow. A user can also use the web interface to monitor the status of a submitted workflow and a list of all the jobs instantiated by the submitted workflow and their status. When a job is finished the output files can be downloaded from the web interface.

Fig. 12 shows the interactions between the user, WS-PGRADE/gUSE and CloudBroker. The first three interactions are optional. These steps take place only when creating a new workflow or reconfigure an existing one. Jobs submission starts when the user presses the submit button (4) at the WS-PGRADE/gUSE web interface. Then interactions (5–13) and (16–17) are between WS-PGRADE/gUSE and CloudBroker via the DCI Bridge. All this activity is completely transparent to the user with CloudBroker instantiating the virtual machine where RepastS is deployed (5), uploading the model and parameters and executing the simulation (7–10). If the user wishes to see the details of a job (14–15), s/he presses the details button and the status is updated at the.
WS-PGRADE/gUSE interface. Finally, the user can download the output files (18–20) by pressing the download file output button in the detailed view of a job.

4.2.2. Case study

To test the performance of parameter sweeps for simulation on multiple clouds, we used a neutral case study that represents a generic example of discrete simulation with parameter sweep (i.e. a simulation is run multiple times with different combinations of input parameters). This is an agent-based simulation, technique that is widely used to study complex systems and emergent behaviours from the individual agents’ interactions. It represents infectious disease simulation, one example of many systems that agent-based simulation can be used to study [37] and illustrates how simulation can be used to study the changes in individual behaviour and the impact on the spread of a disease. The simulation consists of three types of agents that move in an environment and interact with each other. The agents represent the susceptible, infected and recovered population. The model starts an infection outbreak with an initial population of infected and susceptible agents. Infected agents move close to susceptible agents and infect them while susceptible agents move where the least infected agents are located. Infected and susceptible agents interact with each other in every simulation time unit which is a day in our simulation. Infected agents recover after a period of time and become recovered with a level of immunity. When an infected agent gets in touch with a susceptible agent, the susceptible agent becomes infected. When an infected agent gets in touch with a recovered agent, the recovered agent decreases its immunity. When the immunity level is 0, the recovered agent becomes susceptible and can be infected again. The outbreak occurs annually. When this happens, the population changes to reflect the initial conditions taking into account the population dynamics of the previous year.

We conducted a series of experiments on two cloud resources: the Amazon EC2 commercial cloud and an academic cloud offered by the University of Westminster (UoW), UK. The experiments were performed on cloud instances of various sizes, the specifications of which are shown in Table 2. Each experiment was set up in WS-PGRADE/gUSE by quickly reconfiguring the workflow by selecting a different cloud/instance type.

Our demonstration consisted of a parameter sweep consisting of ten runs (i.e. ten simulations with a different parameter). We conducted ten experiments. These took approximately 200 min to run on a desktop PC (i5-2500 processor at 3.30 GHz speed and 4.00 GB RAM). We ran these experiments on one, two, five and 10 instances of each cloud type. The experiments were distributed equally when run on more than one instances. Fig. 13 shows the comparative runtime by instance and Table 3 shows the speedup when compared to a single PC run. The run-time is the average of five runs. From the results, we observe that Amazon EC2 instances have relatively stable performance and the academic cloud presents a larger variation. For example, five instances of U2 perform worse than two. Also, we have a considerable increase in execution time when running on 10 instances. Types U3 and U4 show similar behaviour. This is suspected to be rooted in variations in resource availability that cause job requests to be queued until resources are available. Similar behaviour with less variation is shown by A3 where the execution time for five instances is increased. In terms of speedup, when running on a single instance for all cloud types in this experiment, apart from A5, the performance is slower than a desktop machine. This is expected since there is an overhead for starting up the virtual machines. Most of the larger instances, at least the commercial ones, present modest speedup. It is expected that for larger simulations there will be better considerable speedup as the longer processing time will compensate the overheads of setting up virtual instances on a cloud. Overall this shows how a user might investigate different
cloud and instance types to choose which is the best for his or her needs.

In terms of commercial use, a developer would follow the same process of application deployment on CloudBroker and workflow development on WS-PGRADE/gUSE. The developer then has the option of creating a dedicated web-based interface using the ASM module of WS-PGRADE/gUSE or by integrating with an existing commercial desktop PC application using the gUSE Remote API. The cloud-based simulation application can then be made available through the AppCenter. Such a commercial application has been implemented based on the Simul8 discrete event simulation package. The Simul8 desktop package has been extended with cloud-based execution support using the gUSE Remote API. Additionally, a web portal has also been implemented that utilises Simul8 to support scheduling of production and distribution of products for microbreweries.

5. Conclusions and future work

This paper has described how the CloudSME Simulation Platform can be used to create commercial multi-cloud-based simulation applications using a combination of technologies including the WS-PGRADE/gUSE gateway framework, the CloudBroker Platform and the CloudSME AppCenter. Two case studies have shown how this multiple approach can be used to deploy parallel multiprocessor simulation applications and parameter sweeps. Please note that these two case studies are only representative examples and many
other applications of the technology are possible. For example, Chang [38] shows the potential of cloud and medical imaging simulations and Hamid, et al. [39] discusses how systems consisting of multiple cores (i.e. cloud instances) can be used to support hybrid information systems. These and similar applications can potentially be migrated into the CloudSME Simulation Platform and their efficiency can be evaluated in the future.

Future work continues in two directions. The CSSP continues to be improved based on recent research. Distributed simulation is a discrete simulation technique used to either speed up large single simulations or to link together different simulations. The workflow aspect of the CSSP has been investigated to determine if it can be used to automatically compose distributed simulation federations [40]. Work continues in this area to develop parameter sweeps of distributed simulations. Parameter sweeps or large scale simulations can produce large amounts of results. Research has investigated how the CSSP could be extended to support MapReduce applications for large scale data processing [41]. Based on this research work continues in using MapReduce and other related techniques such as clustering and classification and ranking and selection to speed up the processing of simulation results. Approaches to auto-scaling cloud resources using micro services and cloud orchestration are being developed using the MiCADO system [42]. This approach is being extended to investigate efficient scaling techniques for parameter sweeps with time constraints. Work also continues in developing science gateways for the large agent-based simulation community based on [43]. Another potential research direction is the use of the platform to support simulation optimisation. Nelson [44] has identified the impact of cloud computing and associated technologies on optimisation and simulation analytics. For example, Multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimisation involves dividing the simulation search space normally explored by a parameter sweep into subpopulations that are then searched in parallel [45]. The creation of a cloud-based service using this form of multi-objective optimisation would be highly attractive as it could potentially identify the optimal solutions in a Pareto front faster than a simple parameter sweep. Further cloud resources are also being added to the Platform, in particular dedicated resources from HPC centres.

Based on experiences with BeerOpt case study in the CloudSME project, Saker Solutions, Hobsons Brewery and Brunel University are jointly developing the CraftBrew Whole Brewery Management System that is using cloud-based approaches to improve efficiencies in microbreweries. Further commercial applications are also being created by a start-up company, CloudSME UG, that was founded by nine stakeholders from six European countries, all of them were partners in the CloudSME project. CloudSME UG markets the already available solutions in the AppCenter and successfully pursues further commercial contracts based on the technology.
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